
 

 

C1 - PRIX MARECHAL FOCH - THE G.'S LEAGUE FEGENTRI AMATEUR 

W.CHAMPIONSHIP - 4400m (a2 3/4m) - TURF - Condition Race Qualifier - 

Class 3 - Steeple Chase - EUR € 57.000  

 
1. SUMSAM - A fair 3rd over hurdles at this venue over 3600m on May 6th. Needs a bit more to 

feature 

2. HAKERMAN - Ran well when 4th over 3800m at Compiegne on May 10th. This looks like a 

stronger race and others preferred  

3. EDENHAM - Won over 3700m on April 30th and a good 2nd before that. In top form. Key 

chance 

4. GALLIPOLI - Ran well two runs back when 2nd at Pau over 3900m in January, that was a 

Class 3 race. Previously placed at Graded level over hurdles  

5. CALOTIN - A good 2nd to EDENHAM (3) when they met on April 30th over 3700m. Should 

come on for the run 

6. EASTER BOY - Won at Auteuil two runs back over hurdles on March 19th. Chase form has 

been sketchy 

7. MISS MONTIGNY - 2nd two runs back over 4100m at Lyon Parilly in March. Could place at 

nice odds 

8. IDEAL D'ALLIER - Very honest. A good 2nd at Le Lion D'Angers on April 31st over 3900m. In 

the mix 

Summary : A good winner at Haras Du Pin when last seen EDENHAM (3) can follow up on that 

success and go in again in this great contest for amateur riders. CALOTIN (5) was second in that 
race and is the one to beat again. IDEAL D'ALLIER (8) has been running consistently over fences 
and over hurdles and is sure to run another honest race and needs plenty of  respect. GALLIPOLI 

(4) was a good second at Pau in January and if  running to that sort of  level here, he is sure to be 

involved. 

SELECTIONS 

EDENHAM (3) - CALOTIN (5) - IDEAL D'ALLIER (8) - GALLIPOLI (4) 



 

C2 - PRIX AGUADO - 3500m (a2 3/16m) - TURF - Group 3 - Group - 

Hurdles - EUR € 135.000  

 
1. JIGME - Won easily at this venue in a Listed Race on April 29th over 3000m. Current leading 

3yo hurdler in France and could prove hard to beat  

2. BOOM BOOM CIAO - A 12L 2nd behind JIGME (1) at this track on April 29th over 3000m. Can 

feature but looks held for success  

3. LEON DU BERLAIS - A good 2nd at this track over 3000m on March 19th. Has work to do but 

can be involved with rise in trip a possible advantage 

4. ANGEL CARO - 3rd at this venue over 3000m in early April. Unlikely to trouble some of  these  

5. NARVAL - A fair 2nd at Compiegne over 3200m in early March. Others hold stronger claims 

6. SURINFIL - A fair 3rd at this track over 3000m on April 29th behind JIGME (1). A lot more 

needed to feature 

7. WORTH A TEAM - Was a bit below par when only 5th behind JIGME (1) at this track last 

month. Has talent and should not be discounted 

Summary : A really strong lineup, with the unbeaten JIGME (1) looking like the good thing of  the 
day. He was very impressive when winning his latest outing over 500m shorter at this track in 
April by 12L. LEON DU BERLAIS (3) looks the type to get better with racing and is probably the 

main threat, although it will be hard to topple the favourite. BOOM BOOM CIAO (2) was second 
to JIGME (1) when they last met and will be vying for a place. WORTH A TEAM (7) needs a 

personal best to be in the mix. 

SELECTIONS 

JIGME (1) - LEON DU BERLAIS (3) - BOOM BOOM CIAO (2) - WORTH A TEAM (7) 



 

C3 - PRIX LE PARISIEN - PRIX EX VOTO - 3600m (a2 1/4m) - TURF - 

Condition Race - Class 2 - Hurdles - EUR € 55.000  

 
1. JERICOACOARA - A good winner over 3500m at this track on April 8th. Looks like following 

up for his new owners 

2. ALL RIGHT NOW - Won a chase over 3700m in late April. The switch to hurdles should not be 

a concern. Can be involved  

3. JEDUSOR - A fair 2nd behind JERICOACOARA (1) when last seen over 3500m at this track in 

April. Must improve to reverse the table 

4. MARVIN FLIGHT - Won at Pau over 3500m in late December by 3L. Can place at likely nice 

odds 

5. BEST YEARS YET - Former useful f lat performer, ran well when 2nd at this track over 3500m 

in November in a Class 1 race. Each-way option on return f rom 6 months break  

6. CHIVATOR - A winner at Bordeaux Le Bouscat over 3700m on April 2nd. Up in class but 

cannot be overlooked  

7. BREXIT FLIGHT - A winner at Wissembourg over 3400m on May 1st. May f ind  a few of  these 

too strong 

8. JUST TO WIN - Did well to win at Angers over 3400m on March 25th. Can not be taken lightly 

despite the rise in grade 

9. PRINCE DE GALLES - Unplaced on the f lat on a recent outing, f inished 3rd at Auteuil in 

October over 3600m. Looks safely held  

10. JOLIMAY - 4th at Compiegne over 3600m on April 10th. Unlikely to trouble some of  these  

11. FALKO DES FLOS - A good 2nd at Pau in a Class 2 race over 3500m in January. Top stable 

and can be on the premises 

12. ENZO BELLO - Unplaced on the latest run at Cagnes-Sur-Mer over 3400m in January. Best 

watched for now 

13. METABETCHOUAN - An unraced gelding by KINGFISHER, the dam won. Market best guide 

for clues 

14. JEU DE PISTE - Out of  the f rame on last run at this track over 3600m in late Ap ril. Makes 

limited appeal 

15. PERCEVAL - 4th at Dieppe over 3400m in a Class 4 event on May 4th, that was over 3400m. 

Other rate higher 

16. STORM OF SUCCESS - Failed to complete on the last run over 3500m at this track in 

November. Can be overlooked  

17. FLYING COLOURS - An unraced f illy by DOCTOR DINO, the dam was placed. Market best 

guide to expected performance 



 

Summary : A winner at this track last month JERICOACOARA (1) looks like the likely winner of  a 
strong line-up. JEDUSOR (3) was a good second behind the selection when they met at this 

venue and needs a bit more to get the better of  him today. ALL RIGHT NOW (2) was a winner of 
a chase when last seen, the switch back to hurdles should not be a major issue and is the each-
way selection. BEST YEARS YET (5) was useful on the f lat and was a good second in a Class 1 

hurdle at this track in November, he enters calculations.  

SELECTIONS 

JERICOACOARA (1) - JEDUSOR (3) - ALL RIGHT NOW (2) - BEST YEARS YET (5) 



 

C4 - GRAND STEEPLE-CHASE DE PARIS - 6000 - TURF - Group 1 - Group 

- Steeple Chase - EUR € 900.000  

 
1. FRANCO DE PORT - Irish challenger, who ran well when 3rd over 4400m at this track on April 

29th. Former Grade 1 winner in Ireland. Player 

2. ROSARIO BARON - Won a Listed hurdle at Compiegne over 3800m on April 25th. Winner of 

the Grade 2 Prix Troytown and has to be given consideration 

3. DOCTOR SQUEEZE - 3rd over 4700m at this track on April 18th in a Listed race. Might f ind a 

few too good for him 

4. CARRIACOU - Winner of  this race in 2019. Was a winner of  a Listed hurdle over 4300m on 

March 11th at this track on comeback. Bold show expected  

5. METASEQUOIA - A good 2nd behind GEX (10) over the 4400m at this track when last seen in 

April. Clearly improving and can make a big impact 

6. IMPERIL - Unplaced on the last run, won before that in a Grade 3 over 4700m at this track on 

April 2nd. Can be overlooked  

7. BANDERO - Won over hurdles at this track in a Class 2 race on April 18th. Big jump in class.  

Best watched 

8. SPES MILITURF - Was below par on the last run. Won at Compiègne over 3800m in April over 

hurdles. A talented horse who can bounce back to form but distance a big question mark  

9. DOCTOR KALEO - A winner at this track over 4700m in a Listed race on April 10th. Faces an 

uphill task in this contest 

10. GEX - A good winner of  a Grade 2 over 4400m on April 8th as a prep for this one. Runner-up 

in this race last year and ready for a bold show 

11. CAREFULLY SELECTED - Unplaced on the last outing (Grand National ) but ran well when 

4th in a Grade 3 over 5100m before that in February. Might f ind this dif f icult  

12. POLY GRANDCHAMP - Won over 4400m at this track in a Grade 3 on April 29th. Remains 

one of  the best older chasers in France and warrants plenty of  respect 

13. GENERAL EN CHEF - Unplaced on a most recent outing over 3800m at this track in a Grade 

3 event. Needs to build on this ef fort to play a role 

14. SUROIT - A good 2nd at this track over 4400m in a Grade 3 race on March 19th. Ought to be 

thereabouts 

15. NOBLE YEATS - Former Grand National winner. A good 4th at Aintree in April in the Grand 

National. Others make more appeal 

16. STARLET DU MESNIL - A fair 4th in a Grade 2 over 4400m in early April. Can give a good 

account without being a threat to the principles 

17. GESSY RAISELLE - Has been unplaced on the latest two runs. Won a Grade 1 in November 

over 4400m at this track. Needs to get back on track  

18. ALTESSE DU BERLAIS - Former Grade 1 Chase winner. 2nd at this track over 4700m in a 

Listed race on April 18th. Needs more to win 



 

Summary : The main race of the day, with plenty of the runners having strong claims. GEX (10) 
is the marginal preference af ter a good win in one of  the main prep -race at this track on April 8th. 

Progressive METASEQUOIA (5) can be a strong challenger af ter a good second behind GEX 
(10) when they met here on April 8th. CARRIACOU (4) has plenty of class and a comeback win 
over hurdles in a Listed race in early March was a nice prep for this event hav ing been off  the 

track for over 12 months prior to this. FRANCO DE PORT (1) is the mount of Paul Townend and 
trained by leading Irish trainer Willie Mullins. He ran well when third over this track recently and is 
a former winner in Ireland of  a Grade 1 event. SPES MILITURF (8) was a bit below par when last 

seen, but he is very talented and it would be no surprise to see him bounce back to form.  

SELECTIONS 

GEX (10) - METASEQUOIA (5) - CARRIACOU (4) - FRANCO DE PORT (1) 



 

C5 - PRIX RMC DECOUVERTE - PRIX WILD RISK - 3900m (a2 7/16m) - 

TURF - Divised Handicap - Listed - Hurdles - EUR € 110.000  

 
1. ITAL CONTI - A three times winner f rom four starts over hurdles. Back in his preferred 

discipline today and has claims  

2. SAINT LANGIS - Capable gelding when in the mood but remains hard to trust and others are 

preferred 

3. ROCKADENN - A game 4th in the Grade 3 Grande Course de Haies de Printemps. Has done 

well since back on French soil and has a leading chance 

4. TRENT LANE - Lightly-raced 7yo gelding who was unlucky on his f irst run at Auteuil. Has it all 

to prove and others can be preferred  

5. MA BEAUTE - Solid last two efforts in this class of event and should be involved at the f inish 

once again 

6. LE MANS - Good class of a horse but struggles to make an impact outside the Cagnes sur 

Mer track. Best to watch 

7. FOLLY FOOT - A winner in this division last year but subsequently lost his way. Reassured in 

last start over fences but still plenty to f ind  

8. LE HURON - Won twice over hurdles last year but disappointed in two runs over fences in 

2023. Seems to face an uphill task  

9. SAMBRILLON - In contention for podium but took a bad step when landing at the f inal f light 

last time out in a similar event. On a redemption mission 

10. SARATOGA EST - Has a 4kg penalty to defy af ter last success in a similar contest but has 

more to of fer and warrants serious consideration 

11. DENTOR DES OBEAUX - Penalized 3kg for last success in a handicap hurdle at Auteuil on 

second seasonal start. Tougher assignment today  

12. JAGUAR DU BERLAIS - Demonstrated ability in three outings last year. Unlucky on 

comeback run at Strasbourg. Hard to assess  

13. MOUJIK - Has yet to win at Auteuil but left a very positive visual impression in race of 

reference last month and has solid claims  

14. ZAKY - Not devoid of  ability but of f  since last December and is likely to need the run  

15. MY REPRIEVE - Three good runs so far including latest over fences. Seems on a workable 

mark on handicap debut and is shortlisted  

16. SIX ONE - Good last two runs in this code at the venue. Seems on a very workable mark and 

must be given some consideration 

Summary : The training combo Georges / Zetterholm is well represented in this race with 
ROCKADENN (3), who has totally reassured since returning f rom UK and the light ly-raced but 

talented MY REPRIEVE (15) who is capable of  making a big impact on her f irst attempt in a 
handicap. SARATOGA EST (10) has a 4kg penalty to defy but is currently developing into a 

serious horse. MOUJIK (13)'s last run was very encouraging  and should also be shortlisted. 



 

SELECTIONS 

ROCKADENN (3) - MY REPRIEVE (15) - SARATOGA EST (10) - MOUJIK (13) 



 

C6 - PRIX ALAIN DU BREIL - COURSE DE HAIES DE PRINTEMPS DES 

QUATRE ANS - 3900m (a2 7/16m) - TURF - Group 1 - Group - Hurdles - 

EUR € 278.000  

 
1. LOU FAST - 4th at this track over 3900m on April 29th in a Grade 2 race. Ought to be on the 

premises 

2. CASTELLET - A fair 4th in a Listed hurdle over 3600m on May 13th. Others make more 

appeal 

3. JOJO LAPIN - A fair 4th in a Grade 2 chase over 4400m on April 23rd at this track. Can make 

presence felt 

4. NOT TOO BAD - 3rd in a Grade 2 chase on the last run in April over 4400m. At home over 

hurdles as well. Place chance 

5. LOSANGE BLEU - Won over this track in a Grade 2 hurdle on April 29th by 4L. Looks the one 

to beat 

6. ZARAK THE BRAVE - French import who is now Irish trained. A good 2nd at Punchestown in  

a Grade 1 hurdle over 3200m in late April. Player 

7. LA HAUTE COUTURE - Nice 2nd at Auteuil in a Grade3 hurdle on March 19th, and a winner 

before that. Can be the each-way option 

8. ENJOY THE DREAM - 5th at Punchestown in a Grade 1 hurdle on April 29th. Looks safely 

held 

9. GALA MARCEAU - A fair 3rd at Punchestown in April in a Grade 1 when ZARAK THE BRAVE 

(6) was second. Can play a leading role 

10. JOYEUSE ROQUE - Nice 2nd over 3600m at this track in a Listed hurdle in late April. 

Warrants plenty of  respect 

Summary : A facile 4L winner over this track in a Grade 2 race last month LOSANGE BLEU (5) 
is the main selection in this Grade 1. The Willie Mullins trained ZARAK THE BRAVE (6) could be 
the one to fear most af ter a good second in a Grade 1 hurdle at Punchestown in late April. GALA 

MARCEAU (9) was third in the Punchestown race and she can once again have a say in the 
proceedings. LA HAUTE COUTURE (7) is a class f illy and was a nice second in a Grade 3 when 

last seen. She must be given plenty of  respect.  

SELECTIONS 

LOSANGE BLEU (5) - ZARAK THE BRAVE (6) - GALA MARCEAU (9) - LA HAUTE 

COUTURE (7) 



 

C7 - PRIX FERDINAND DUFAURE - 4400m (a2 3/4m) - TURF - Group 1 - 

Group - Steeple Chase - EUR € 355.000  

 
1. PRINCE CHOP - 4th in a Grade 3 event over 4400m at this track on a recent outing. 

Vulnerable 

2. JAZZ MANOUCHE - Won at this track over 3500m in April. Might struggle against some strong 

rivals in a better race 

3. JUNTOS GANAMOS - Good winner of  a Grade 3 over 4400m at this track in April, registering 

a third consecutive success that day. Sets the standard  

4. JARDIN D'ARTHEL - A nice success in a Listed race over 4400m at this venue on April 18th. 

Caught the eye that day and can play a lead role 

5. OKKIDO - 2nd at this course over 4400m on April 23rd, that was a Grade 2 race. Looks the 

each way must 

6. LA MARCHE BLEUE - A nice win at this track over 3500m in a Class 3 race on April 8th. Can 

progress f rom that and needs to be considered  

7. WINTERISCOMING - Unplaced on the last two runs. A fair 4th before that in a Grade 3 event 

over 3600m at this track. Others rate higher 

8. LE GRAND JOUR - A fair 3rd at this track over 4400m in a Listed race on April 18th. Needs 

more to feature 

9. BLEKOLINA - A fair 4th over 3900m in a Grade 3 at Compiegne on April 25th. Will need to do 

a bit more 

10. PEARL OF WISDOM - Good winner at Compiegne over 3900m in a Grade 3 race on April 

25th. Sure to be involved if  taking to the track  

11. JAZZY SENAM - A nice run when 2nd over 3500m in a Listed race at this track in March. 

Can make presence felt 

Summary : JUNTOS GANAMOS (3) looks the best of  these, a good winner at this track on April 

2nd in a Grade 3 race and successful in winning a Grade 2 before that in November, he will be 
diff icult to beat. JARDIN D'ARTHEL (4) can be expected to make life difficult for the likely 
favourite af ter a good win in a Listed race over course and distance in mid-April. OKKIDO (5) ran 

a solid race when second in a Grade 2 over this course on April 23rd and can play a leading role. 

JAZZY SENAM (11) looks best of  the remainder.  

SELECTIONS 

JUNTOS GANAMOS (3) - JARDIN D'ARTHEL (4) - OKKIDO (5) - JAZZY SENAM (11) 



 

C8 - PRIX RMC - PRIX TANERKO - 3900m (a2 7/16m) - TURF - Divised 

Handicap - Hurdles - EUR € 62.000  

 
1. LOQUAS - A good 2nd in a Grade 3 Hurdle over 4300m at this track in late April. Can go one 

better today 

2. FOX CHALLENGER - A nice 2nd two runs back at Toulouse over 3500m in a chase. Outside 

place claims 

3. CHICHI DE LA VEGA - Out of  the f rame on the latest two runs. 4th at this track 0ver 3900m  in 

a Listed race on March 19th. Has work to do  

4. KARUSO DE GRUCHY - Out of  the f rame when last seen. A winner over 3800m at 

Compiegne on April 6th. Can have a say  

5. APOLLO CREED - A winner two runs back at Compiegne over 3600m in March. Others rate 

higher 

6. HYJIE - Did well when f inishing 4th over 3600m at this track in late April. Merits consideration 

7. LORD DRAGON - Out of  the f rame on the latest run. 2nd at Strasbourg over 3800m on March 

22nd. Yet to win a race 

8. HARRY - Unplaced on the last two runs. 3rd at this track over 3600m in early March.  Needs 

more to feature 

9. FULL TIME - Out of the f rame on the last run. 4th at Fontainebleau over 3800m in March. Can 

place 

10. SINGAPORE TRIP - A nice 2nd at this venue over 3900m on April 18th. Can be involved at 

the business end  

11. HURON WENDAT - Nice win at this track over 3600m by 1.5L on April 29th. Looks the each 

way option 

12. HARDI BLUE TROIS AA - Won at Bordeaux Le Bouscat over 3900m in late April. Needs 

improvement to land a blow 

13. JOE DE TEILLEE - Unplaced on the last run. A fair 4th over 3800m at Angers before that. 

Not to be discounted  

14. INTELLO COUNTY - A winner two runs back over 3500m at Montlucon in a chase. Out of  his 

depth 

15. CAMBIKO - 4th in a chase at Haras Du Pin over 3700m on April 30th. Best watched for the 

time being 

16. COOKILAYONE - Has several unplaced runs of  late, including a run on the f lat. Dropped in 

the weights. Can be avoided  

Summary : Only narrowly beaten when second at this course in late April LOQUAS (1) can make 
amends and go one better today. SINGAPORE TRIP (10) has run well at this track previously 

and could pose the biggest danger in what looks an open handicap. HURON WENDAT (11) can 
most certainly have a say after a nice win over 300m less when successful at this track on April 
29th. HYJIE (6) ran a credible race when last seen and can once again be involved at the 

business end. 



 

SELECTIONS 

LOQUAS (1) - SINGAPORE TRIP (10) - HURON WENDAT (11) - HYJIE (6) 



 

C9 - PRIX CARMONT - 3900m (a2 7/16m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - 

Hurdles - EUR € 42.000  

 
1. BALLY STONE - Has not run this year. 2nd three runs back in a chase over 4700m in 

October. Out of  his depth 

2. GOLD CENT - A fair 4th over 3900m at Nantes in a Class 2 race in late April. Looks a nice 

each-way choice 

3. MISS HIMALAYA - Out of  the f rame on the latest run. A winner over 4000m at Cagnes-Sur-

Mer in January. Others preferred  

4. RED CIRCLE - A nice run when 2nd at Cluny over 4000m on May 8th. Can play a role at the 

f inish 

5. EAU DE LOGRES - Has had three runs so far all unplaced. over various trips.  Looks out of his 

depth in f irst handicap  

6. CAPIVARI - A fair 4th over 3800m in a claimer at Compiegne on May 10th. Enters calculations  

7. MESSI BLUE - Nice 2nd at this track over 3600m on April 29th. Can get back in the winners 

enclosure 

8. HERMES D'ALLIER - Won two runs back over 3900m at Nimes  in a claimer on April 23rd. 

More is required to win this 

9. ROI D'OUDALLE - A good winner at this venue over 3600m on April 29th. Expect a bold run 

10. VAUB CHOP - A fair 2nd in a claiming chase at Cluny over 4000m on May 8th. Others rate 

higher 

11. BI BEACH - Out of  the f rame on latest run. 3rd over 4000m at Le Lion D'Angers on April 9th 

in a chase. Others appeal more 

12. CIMA WELL - Unplaced on the last three runs. A winner at this track in June over 3600m. 

Vulnerable 

13. QUICK DADDY - A nice 2nd at Vichy over 3700m in early May. Ought to be involved at the 

business end  

14. GREAT FEELING - Out of  the f rame on the last three runs. Fair 3rd at this track over 3600m 

in February. Can feature 

15. MONOCHROME - A fair 2nd at Nimes over 3900m on 23rd of April in a Class 4. Has more to 

do to get involved  

Summary : A good second at this track in late April over a slightly shorter trip MESSI BLUE (7) 
can get his second win af ter winning at Strasbourg earlier this year. ROI D'OUDALLE (9) did well 
when winning at this track in April and can make the main pick work hard for a win. GOLD CENT 

(2) put in a good effort at Nantes in a Class 2 race last month and is sure to give a good account 
of  herself . GREAT FEELING (14) has been a bit below par on his most recent efforts, but is 

capable of  getting involved. 

SELECTIONS 



 

MESSI BLUE (7) - ROI D'OUDALLE (9) - GOLD CENT (2) - GREAT FEELING (14) 



 

C10 - PRIX MISTI - 3900m (a2 7/16m) - TURF - Divised Handicap - Hurdles 

- EUR € 30.000  

 
1. FORZA - Not much room for maneuver off  current mark but always gives everything he has 

and can place once again 

2. TIEPGINA - Yet to score after fourteen starts but a promising 2nd on comeback at Strasbourg 

and can go one better 

3. REVE DE PRINCE - Made the f rame in all three starts this year but remains a long time 

maiden and could f ind a few too good once again 

4. FORET VIERGE - Has done little of  note since winning a claimer at Cagnes sur Mer last 

December and is easily passed over 

5. FOLK DU PECOS AA - A clear 3rd in a similar contest at the venue last time and has every 

chance on that basis 

6. FEU FOLLET SIVOLA - Good recent form over fences and expected to make an impact back 

over hurdles 

7. ASSAD LAWAL - Pulled-up in a Listed Hurdle last time at Compiègne. Back into calmer 

waters this time around and can make amends  

8. PANDORO - One win f rom twenty-six starts. Blows hot and cold but could spring a surprise 

9. SAINT MARK - Lightly-raced and a good 2nd at Strasbourg last time off same mark. Enters 

calculations 

10. POPLAR SQUARE - Unplaced in a condition chase at Dax last September and off the track 

since then. Can be passed over 

11. ROYAL GEMIX - Erratic dual purpose gelding who seems out of  his depth in this race and 

can be ignored  

12. COMPLET THON - Has been struggling in all three starts this term and is best to watch for 

now 

13. SWEET CESARIA - Twenty-one starts maiden but showed vast improvement in last outing at 

Auteuil. Can go one better 

14. SANTANA DU BERLAIS - Gave signs of redemption in last outing at the venue af ter a long 

run of  poor results. Can be in the mix  

15. VENT DU SOIR - Long time maiden who was not sighted in three starts this year and is best 

to watch for now 

Summary : The consistent TIEPGINA (2) posted a promising comeback run at Strasbourg early 
May and could f inally get off the mark if  building on that effort. SWEET CESARIA (13) caused an 

upset when runner-up in a similar contest last time here at Auteuil and is taken to conf irm. FEU 
FOLLET SIVOLA (6) has been in good recent form over fences and looks interesting switching 

back to hurdling. SAINT MARK (9) is lightly-raced but in good shape and cannot be dismissed. 

SELECTIONS 



 

TIEPGINA (2) - SWEET CESARIA (13) - FEU FOLLET SIVOLA (6) - SAINT MARK (9) 

 


